can occur both temporally (weak inputs need not be of Synaptic Tag closely associated in time with activation of a strong input) and spatially (the weak input need not be located close to the strong input, since the stabilization factors are thought to be produced globally throughout the neu-LTP maintenance is thought to require an activityron) (Barco et al., 2002; Martin and Kosik, 2002). Such dependent "synaptic tag" that allows potentiated synpromiscuity would seem counterproductive for a memapses to sequester factors necessary for mainteory storage device, as it could easily lead to stabilization nance. In a paper in this issue of Neuron, Fonseca et of spurious associations. On the other hand, if the stimuli al. show that synapses can compete with each other that normally produce protein synthesis-dependent stafor such maintenance factors, so that additional pobilization are rare and precisely controlled, such a mechtentiation of one input results in loss of potentiation anism might serve to solidify a coordinated set of shortof another. These data suggest that LTP maintenance term synaptic changes that have accumulated over is a dynamic and competitive process. generates an inhibitory signal that causes decay of Aplysia sensorimotor synapses have led to the idea of a L-LTP on the test pathway. Because this decay is only "synaptic tag" generated by active synapses that allows seen in the presence of protein synthesis inhibitors them to capture protein synthesis-dependent factors (when tetanus is used to induce the initial L-LTP), this generated by a strong stimulus (Frey and Morris, 1998; explanation would require that protein synthesis is norMartin and Kosik, 2002). Such a mechanism avoids the mally protecting the test pathway from the deleterious necessity of routing proteins selectively to the potentieffects of such an inhibitory factor. This is difficult to ated synapses but generates some potential problems, reconcile with the observation that competitive maintenance can occur in the absence of protein synthesis because weak inputs can stabilize themselves by piggy-
inhibitors when paired weak stimuli are used instead of Gina Turrigiano
Department of Biology tetanus (see above). An alternative explanation, favored
Mailstop 008 by the authors, is that synapses are actively and dynamiBrandeis University cally competing with each other for whatever factor or Waltham, Massachusetts 02493 factors are required for L-LTP maintenance. The intriguing possibility raised by the data is that the reactivated this relationship broke down when the number of stimuli delivered to the reactivated pathway was systematically increased-this generated the same magnitude LTP on the reactivated pathway but increasing amounts of decay on the test pathway. This behavior suggests that the interactions between different synapses may be quite complex and depend intimately on the exact stimulation protocols used. Such complexity could arise, for instance, if there are multiple synaptic tags and multiple maintenance factors that can be differentially produced and/or sequestered by different activity regimes.
Whatever the mechanism ultimately proves to be, the observation that maintenance of some synapses comes at the expense of others significantly alters the way one must think about the process of long-term maintenance of synaptic strength. One functional implication of these data is that "reactivated" pathways will be stabilized at the expense of pathways that are not-a process that could help suppress some of the spurious associations generated by the long-lasting and neuron-wide production of maintenance factors (as long as one has a selective mechanism for "reactivation"). Although competitive maintenance of L-LTP is unlikely to account for homeostatic synaptic scaling (which can occur under conditions that do not allow expression of LTP, and at synapses that have not first been potentiated) (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004), competitive maintenance could help mitigate the positive feedback nature of LTP (Abbott and Nelson, 2000) by ensuring that maintained potentiation of some inputs suppresses the maintenance of others and thus reduces overall potentiation. Finally, this study demonstrates that L-LTP of a given input is not stable and immutable but can be dynamically modified by the ongoing activity of both itself and other neighboring synapses. Because LTP maintenance has both cooperative and competitive aspects, the pattern of stabilized synaptic weights will ultimately be a highly complex function of the pattern of activity across a large number of a neuron's inputs.
